
About Akerman

A century of innovation, expansion, and
commitment. An AmLaw 100 firm with more
than 700 lawyers in 24 cities across the United
States. A celebrated, sterling provider of legal
advocacy and guidance for industries from the
generators of technologically complex ideas, to
the builders putting fresh bricks, mortar, and
timber on the ground. That’s the Akerman
story.

Akerman’s accomplishments revolve around
you--the companies, industries, entrepreneurs,
and individuals we have been privileged to
serve over these many years. You enjoy crucial
roles in the economy nationally and locally, in
the livelihoods of your customers and
employees, and in the communities where you
thrive. As you navigate change - and often lead
it, we are there by your side as you fight
through the barriers that stand in your way to
seize new opportunities.

Throughout boardrooms and executive suites,
we are known for delivering results across the
full scope of our practice areas, including
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Bankruptcy and Reorganization, Consumer
Financial Services, Data and Technology
(CFS+); Corporate; Government Affairs and
Public Policy; Healthcare; Intellectual Property;
Labor and Employment; Litigation; Real Estate;
and Tax.   

Clients’ Needs First
A full-service, national firm with lawyers and
professional business staff coast to coast, we
assemble a hand-crafted team for every client
to get to the right answer, achieve the ideal
resolution, and deliver the best experience for
you. From geography to practice specialty and
industry knowledge, versatility is a core trait
for Akerman. Our inclusive culture impacts the
way we see the world and deliver results to you.
The diversity of experience and background of
our attorneys mean that the right match is
always there for you.  

Recognized by Financial Times as among the
most forward-thinking firms in the industry, we
combine a culture of innovation and creativity
with a century of enterprise stability. We are
Akerman and we are fiercely loyal, thoughtful,
and committed to delivering you an exceptional
client experience. 
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